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Abstract. The terahertz video surveillance opens up new unique opportunities in the field of
security in public places, as it allows to detect and thus to prevent usage of hidden weapons
and other dangerous items. Although the first generation of terahertz video surveillance
systems has already been created and is available on the security systems market, it has not
yet found wide application. The main reason for this is in that the existing methods for
analyzing terahertz images are not capable of providing hidden and fully-automatic
recognition of weapons and other dangerous objects and can only be used under the control of
a specially trained operator. As a result, the terahertz video surveillance appears to be more
expensive and less efficient in comparison with the standard approach based on the organizing
security perimeters and manual inspection of the visitors. In the paper, the problem of the
development of a method of automatic analysis of the terahertz video images is considered. As
a basis for this method, it is proposed to use the semantic fusion of video images obtained
using different physical principles, the idea of which is in that the semantic content of one
video image is used to control the processing and analysis of another video image. For
example, the information about 3D coordinates of the body, arms, and legs of a person can be
used for analysis and proper interpretation of color areas observed on a terahertz video image.
Special means of the object-oriented logic programming are developed for the implementation
of the semantic fusion of the video data, including special built-in classes of the Actor Prolog
logic language for acquisition, processing, and analysis of video data in the visible, infrared,
and terahertz ranges as well as 3D video data.

1. Introduction
Recently, the terahertz range of the electromagnetic waves attracts a strong interest of the
safety systems developers [1–9]. This interest is caused by a set of special properties of the
terahertz radiation. For instance, the terahertz radiation can penetrate dielectric materials
like plastic, wood, and ceramics. The terahertz radiation is safe for people and can be used
in public places in contrast with the X-radiation. Furthermore, the terahertz range of the
electromagnetic waves includes the resonance frequencies of complex molecules and, therefore,
the terahertz spectroscopy can be used for the distant detection of explosives, drugs, and other
dangerous substances.

The terahertz range of the electromagnetic waves is situated between the microwaves and the
infrared radiation (see figure 1). It is accepted that the frequency of the terahertz radiation is
about 3 THz – 300 GHz that corresponds to the wavelengths from 0.1 to 1 millimeter. Actually,
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the bounds of the terahertz range are conventional; they are defined differently in research
papers.

Figure 1. This is the dependence of the attenuation coefficient of the electromagnetic waves 
penetrated in the atmosphere on the wavelength of the radiation [10]. The terahertz waves are 
situated between the microwaves and the infrared radiation and correspond approximately to 
the area of high values of the attenuation coefficient. The abscissa is the frequency [THz] and 

the ordinate is the attenuation coefficient [dB/Km].

It is significant that the properties of the terahertz radiation and the principles of its usage 
differ for various sub-ranges of the terahertz w aves. In particular, the 0.5-3 THz waves are used 
for the implementation of the terahertz spectroscopy and detection of dangerous substances [11]. 
Detection of the weapons and other dangerous objects hidden under the clothing of people is 
usually based on the usage of terahertz radiation frequencies that are less than 1 THz (so-called 
sub-terahertz radiation) that correspond to the transparency windows of the clothing. Active, 
passive, and combined methods of the sounding are used for the detection of the hidden objects.

There is a substantial difference b etween t he i mages o f h idden o bjects a cquired u sing the 
active and passive sounding methods. Accordingly, the analysis of the terahertz images of 
different kinds also requires solving different problems and application of  different methods.

The passive terahertz video surveillance is based on the receiving the essential human body 
radiation. In this case, the extrinsic objects look like dark spots against the background of the 
intrinsic emission of the human body (see an example in figure 2 ). Main problems of the passive 
terahertz image processing are the following ones:

(i) Typical passive terahertz images are fuzzy and unclear. The resolution of the images and
the signal-to-noise ratio are low.

(ii) The background of the typical passive terahertz image is dark in comparison with the
human body image. The shades of the hidden objects look like dark areas too. Therefore,
any mistake in the separation of the foreground and background in the terahertz images
automatically leads to the erroneous detection of hidden objects and false alarms.

The active terahertz video surveillance requires a target illumination and the registration
of the radiation reflected from the human body (see an example in figure 3). The problems of
active terahertz image processing are mostly caused by the fact that the reflection of the external
terahertz radiation sources produces flares of different kinds. These flares have often prolonged
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Figure 2. This is a human body image in the terahertz range. The image is acquired using the 
THERZ-7A industrial passive terahertz video surveillance system (Astrohn Technology Ltd [12]). 

The frequency range is 0.23–0.27 THz. The TT gun is hidden behind the belt at the back.

Figure 3. These are examples of human terahertz images taken with an active terahertz video 
surveillance system [13]. In the figure, there are samples of cold weapon and fire-arms hidden 

under the clothing of the persons.

shapes that can be mistakenly recognized as a cold weapon or other dangerous objects hidden 
under the clothing [13].

At present, the main directions of the terahertz video surveillance development are the 
combination of the active and passive methods of terahertz video acquisition and implementation 
of 3D terahertz video surveillance. In particular, these problems were addressed recently in 
the framework of the CONSORTIS European project [14, 15] (see an example in figure 4). 
Unfortunately, there is still no evidence of the development of fully-automatic hidden objects 
detection methods that are reliable enough to be used in the industrial terahertz video 
surveillance systems.

2. Semantic fusion of heterogeneous video images
Fundamentally different methods are necessary for the implementation of the fully-automatic
analysis of terahertz video images and recognition of hidden objects. It is necessary to take
into account the semantics of the video images including the context of the video scene on the
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Figure 4. This is an example of 3D terahertz image of a mannequin acquired using the 
Pathfinder 200 GHz terahertz radar [14].

analogy of how the human operator analyzes the terahertz images. The additional information 
that is to be taken into consideration includes the coordinates of the body, arms, and legs of 
the person, multi-spectral video information (video, infrared, terahertz, etc.), time variations 
of these attributes, etc. The consideration of this information is especially important when the 
terahertz video surveillance system has to watch the free movements of the persons in a public 
place. Next, we will call the fully-automatic and semi-automatic terahertz video surveillance 
systems as terahertz intelligent video surveillance systems by analogy with the conventional 
intelligent video surveillance systems that operate in the video and/or infrared spectral ranges.

A typical terahertz video image looks like a set of fuzzy spots that can be monochromatic 
or colored depending on the data analysis method applied. A conventional terahertz video 
surveillance system displays a video in the visual and/or infrared range simultaneously with the 
terahertz video. This video information enables to the specially trained operator to interpret the 
terahertz image in a proper way and to detect objects hidden under the clothing of the visitors. 
This work of the human operator is a kind of semantic fusion of heterogeneous video images. 
The idea of the semantic fusion is in that several videos are to be united so that the semantic 
content of one video image is used to control the processing and analysis of another video image.

It is the authors’ opinion that one of the most important data sources for the object 
recognition in the terahertz video is the positional relationships between the body, arms, and 
legs of the person and the terahertz video image. It is advisable to use a point clouds and 
the images of skeletons of the persons acquired by a time-of-flight camera f or this p urpose. To 
implement this idea, a set of special built-in classes of the Actor Prolog object-oriented logic 
language [16–27] were developed: Astrohn, KinectBuffer, TEV1, etc.

The Astrohn built-in class implements the terahertz and RGB video data acquisition using 
the THERZ-7A device [12]. The Astrohn class supports the data input from the device as well as 
reading from and writing to the video file. The Astrohn class supports conversion of the terahertz 
video data to the color video images. In particular, pseudo colors can be used for the terahertz 
data representation. The Astrohn class operates also with RGB video acquired from the internal 
IP-camera of the THERZ-7A device and can combine this RGB video data with the terahertz 
video. The Astrohn class implements a simple synchronization of the terahertz and RGB video 
streams. For this purpose, each terahertz frame is coupled with the RGB frame that is the 
nearest in time. Currently, the Astrohn class supports more than 25 high resolution color maps 
including a set of conventional thermal imaging color maps: Aqua, Blackhot, Blaze, BlueRed,
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Gray, Hot, HSV, Iron, Red (Jet), Medical, Parula, Purple, Reptiloid, and Green (Rainbow).
The KinectBuffer built-in class acquires 3D video data from the time-of-flight camera of the

Kinect 2 device (Microsoft Inc). The reading and recording of 3D video data files are also
supported [28]. The following essential functions are implemented in the KinectBuffer class:

(i) Creation of the 3D surface based on the 3D point cloud.

(ii) Projection of given texture to the surface using a 3D lookup table [26, 28, 29].

We have used these features of the KinectBuffer class to the fusion of 3D and terahertz video
images in our experiments. A special method of the speculative reading of the video files is
implemented in the Astrohn class that enables to synchronize recorded 3D and terahertz video
data.

An example of a 3D image that is generated by the fusion of a time-of-flight camera point
cloud and a terahertz image is demonstrated in figure 5. The terahertz video is combined with
the image of a person’s skeleton that was computed by the procedures of the standard Kinect 2
SDK. A 3D lookup table was applied to project the terahertz video to the 3D surface in the
real time. In particular, the user can rotate, zoom, and shift the 3D video by the mouse during
the demonstration. In the example, the 3D point cloud is recognized as a human body and this
information is used for the selection of terahertz image colored areas that are directly related
to the objects hidden under the clothing of the person. This is a case of semantic fusion of
heterogeneous video information that prevents false detections of background terahertz areas as
target hidden objects.

Figure 5. This is an example of 3D and terahertz video data fusion implemented using the 
KinectBuffer and Astrohn built-in classes of the Actor Prolog language [24, 28].

3. An example of heterogeneous video data analysis
Let us consider an example of heterogeneous video data analysis. The goal of this experiment
is to check whether the terahertz videos contain information enough to teach a convolutional
network to distinguish the dangerous and safe objects.

A set of heterogeneous videos was prepared for the experiment (see figures 6 and 7). For that,
a special logic program was written in Actor Prolog for multichannel video data acquisition (see
figure 8). The video includes 3D point clouds and terahertz images of persons. A calibration
procedure [29] was performed to compute a 3D lookup table that establishes relations between
the video images of different kinds. Then another logic program was written to project terahertz
images to the 3D images of the persons and to generate training/test data sets in the PNG
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Figure 6. The learning set includes weapon and other dangerous objects (from left to right): 
the Kalashnikov sub-machine-gun (AK), AK without the magazine, an axe, bottles, a knife, a 

baton, and guns of different brands.

format. An image generated by this logic program is shown in figure 5. The difference 
between the image 5 and the images demonstrated in figures 6 and 7 is in that the later 
images were rotated and normalized to provide the uniform size and angle of view for all 
frames. Besides, the images of skeletons and RGB video data were eliminated. The frames 
with inappropriate positions of the person in the view area were automatically discarded. The 
Hot standard color map was used for the terahertz data visualization.

Figure 7. The learning set includes also terahertz images of people dressed in casual clothes and 
outer clothing. Some images contain ordinary objects like phones and USB disks. The number 
of these images is balanced with the number of images that contain weapon and dangerous 

objects.

Convolutional networks of several standard architectures were trained using the data 
sets: LeNet [30], AlexNet [31], ResNet50 [32], and Darknet19 [33]. The results of the 
training are reported in table 1. It is not a surprise that the oldest network LeNet yields the 
worst results and the Darknet19 that is the latest of these four networks yields the best 
results.

After that, an additional test data set was prepared that includes only the images of a person 
that keeps the M16 automatic rifle and the images of the person without extra objects (see 
figure 9). The number of images of different kinds was balanced. Then, the trained 
networks were used to analyze the video images.

The results of the experiment are reported in table 2. The networks recognize successfully 
the M16 automatic rifle as a dangerous object. Surprisingly, the AlexNet architecture yields 
the best results in spite of the fact that this network architecture is quite old and simple. The 
newest Darknet19 architecture yields unexpectedly the worst results in this test. Probably this 
is because the recognition and the generalization are different problems and the development of 
network architectures for the generalization of video data requires a special attention.

These results demonstrate that the neural network approach to the terahertz video data 
analysis can make generalizations of the hidden object properties and successfully predict that 
the hidden object is a kind of a weapon and/or dangerous object. It is a promising area for 
further research to make experiments with heterogeneous video data fusion, standardizing of
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Figure 8. This is the user interface of the logic program written in Actor Prolog for the 
automation of multichannel video data acquisition. The program controls the video data 
acquisition simultaneously from the THERZ-7A device (the right window on top), the Kinect 2 
device (the left window on top and the bottom right window), and the i3system TE V1 thermal 
camera (the bottom left window). The video data is recorded in a special Actor Prolog format 

developed for the multichannel video data processing.

Table 1. These are the results of the training of the convolutional networks of 
various architectures. The size of the training set is 9173 video frames. The size of the 
test data set is 2293 frames. The training process includes two stages: 30 epochs (that is 5520 
iterations) without transformations and 30 epochs with the flip and warp transformations. The 

image size is 224×224. The batch size is 50.

Network Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Score

LeNet 0.8203 0.8224 0.8203 0.8272
AlexNet 0.8543 0.8545 0.8543 0.8558
ResNet50 0.9930 0.9931 0.9930 0.9930
Darknet19 0.9974 0.9974 0.9974 0.9974

Figure 9. This is terahertz images of a person that keeps the M16 automatic rifle.

video data by non-linear color maps, and development of neural network architectures for the
terahertz data analysis.
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Table 2. The trained networks recognize the M16 automatic rifle as a dangerous object with 
the following quality. The size of the test data set is 672 video frames.

Network Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Score

LeNet 0.8720 0.8981 0.8720 0.8865
AlexNet 0.9970 0.9970 0.9970 0.9970
ResNet50 0.9940 0.9941 0.9940 0.9941
Darknet19 0.7589 0.8373 0.7589 0.8058

4. Conclusion
A method of semantic fusion of heterogeneous video data is proposed as a basis for the
implementation of the terahertz intelligent video surveillance. In the framework of this method,
3D video data is used for the analysis and proper interpretation of the terahertz videos.
Special logic programming means were developed for the experimenting with the terahertz video
surveillance including a set of built-in classes of the Actor Prolog language for terahertz, infrared,
and RGB video data acquisition, writing, reading, and synchronization. It was demonstrated
that these logical means enable real-time video data acquisition and processing. In particular,
the terahertz video can be projected to the 3D human body surface acquired by a time-of-
flight c amera. T his h eterogeneous i nformation c an b e u sed by v ideo d ata a nalysis algorithms
to establish the positional relationships between the body, arms, and legs of the person and the
colored areas in the terahertz video that helps to improve the detection of the objects hidden
under the clothing of the person.
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